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Abstract

Digital repositories find more and more applications in various information systems and especially in e-learning systems. Along with storing digital objects the repositories need to also to represent domain knowledge, user profiles, multilanguage classification taxonomies, etc. This could be achieved by using ontologies represented in OWL.

The Fedora digital repository is one of most powerful repositories. It supports relationships between the digital objects that are expressed in the RDF language. This allows implementation of OWL ontologies in Fedora. In this paper we describe in details our approach to represent OWL Lite ontologies in Fedora.

We have also implemented a web based ontology editor that allows easy definition, modification and storing OWL ontologies in Fedora. The editor is written in PHP, uses the Fedora services for the interface with the repository and AJAX (jQuery) for building the user interface. The paper discusses also the architecture and the implementation of the editor.
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Introduction

Digital research repositories are already well established throughout many countries in the European Union. Recent surveys in the US show similar results. Digital repositories are on their way to become a permanent part of the scholarly communication and documentation research infrastructure.

Along with storing and retrieving digital objects digital repositories need to also to represent domain knowledge, user profiles, multilanguage classification taxonomies, etc. One possible solution is to ontologies represented in OWL [4, 5].

The Fedora digital repository [1, 2] is one of most powerful repositories. It supports relationships between the digital objects that are expressed in the RDF language. This allows implementation of OWL ontologies in Fedora.

Asger Blekinge-Rasmussen [3] describes a method for the implementation of an OWL LITE ontology for Fedora 3.0 data objects based on the CMA. But this approach has some limitations on the ontology and is not quite suitable for the implementation of ontology for education. So based on some of the ideas in [3] we have developed a different model that is described below.

Fedora object model

The Fedora object model [2] supports the expression of many kinds of complex objects, including documents, images, electronic books, multimedia learning objects, data sets, computer programs, and other compound information entities.

The Digital Object is the basic unit for information aggregation in Fedora. At a minimum a digital object has a persistent identifier (PID) and Dublin Core metadata [20] that provide a basic description of the digital object.

A Datastream is a component of a digital object that represents a data source. A digital object may have just the basic Dublin Core datastream, or any number of additional datastreams. Each datastream can be any mime-typed data or metadata, and can either be content managed locally in the Fedora repository or by some external data source (and referenced by a URL).

The architectural view of Fedora digital object model is shown below [2].
The Fedora object model [2] allows the definition of virtual representations of a digital object. Such a virtual representation, known as dissemination, is a view of an object that is produced by a service operation (a method invocation) that can take as input one or more of the datastreams of the respective digital object.

**Restrictions on OWL**

For the implementation of the ONTO-EDU ontology in Fedora (we will call it ONTO-EDU for short) we will restrict to OWL Lite but with some extensions and/or further restrictions.

**Classes**

OWL distinguishes six types of class descriptions [5]:

1. a class identifier (a URI reference)
2. an exhaustive enumeration of individuals that together form the instances of a class
3. a property restriction
4. the intersection of two or more class descriptions
5. the union of two or more class descriptions
6. the complement of a class description
For the representation of ONTO-EDU we will restrict only to simple classes (i.e. classes of type 1) and will also use some property restrictions. The only construct that can be used is rdfs:subClassOf where the parent class should be owl:Thing, another class or a property restriction. For the URIs of the classes we will use the corresponding URIs of the Fedora objects.

Properties

OWL distinguishes two types of properties [4, 5]:

- **datatype properties**, relations between instances of classes and RDF literals and XML Schema datatypes
- **object properties**, relations between instances of two classes

In the implementation of ONTO-EDU in Fedora the following constructs are allowed:

- rdfs:subPropertyOf
- rdfs:domain - the value of rdfs:domain should be a class identifier
- rdfs:range – the value of rdfs:range should be a class identifier for object properties, or XML Schema datatype (for example xsd:string, xsd:integer, etc.) for datatype properties.

Individuals

When defining an individual in ONTO-EDU the facts about class memberships can be expressed using rdf:type. The description of an individual must also contain facts about the property values for this individual.

DC annotations and multicultural support

The ONTO-EDU ontology can be annotated using Dublin Core (DC) metadata. We have chosen DC because Fedora itself has full built-in support for DC in a separate datastream and the metadata is automatically indexed on all DC fields. All OWL objects (classes, properties and individuals) in ONTO-EDU-Fedora can be annotated using DC.

In general, the following DC fields will be used in the ontology:

- **identifier** – the Fedora PID of the object
- **title** – the title/name of the object
- **description** – the description of the object (optional)
Representation of OWL classes

The structure of digital objects in Fedora for representation of OWL classes is shown on Fig. 2. All objects have content model onto-CM:Class which defines the datastreams in the objects.

PID is the persistent identifier of the digital object in Fedora. For the OWL classes in ONTO-EDU-Fedora the PID has a prefix onto-class.

ONTOMETRY, DC and RELS-EXT are datastreams with internally managed XML content. The ONTOLOGY datastream contains the OWL description of the class. The DC datastream contains the Dublin Core metadata for the object. The RELS-EXT datastream defines the relations of the object. It should contain relations hasModel and subClassOf.

Examples:

**ONTOMETRY datastream for class Context**

```
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">
  <owl:Class rdf:about="info:fedora/onto-class:Context">
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing" />
    <dc:title xml:lang="en">Context</dc:title>
    <dc:title xml:lang="bg">Контекст</dc:title>
    <dc:description xml:lang="en">The Context includes information on the organizations associated with the User</dc:description>
    <dc:description xml:lang="bg">Контекстът включва информация за организациите, свързани с Потребителя.</dc:description>
    <dc:identifier>onto-class:Context</dc:identifier>
  </owl:Class>
</rdf:RDF>
```
RELS-EXT datastream for class Context

```xml
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
  <rdf:Description rdf:about="info:fedora/onto-class:Context">
    <subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"
      xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"/>
    <hasModel rdf:resource="info:fedora/onto-CM:Class"
      xmlns="info:fedora/fedora-system:def/model#"/>
  </rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
```

Representation of OWL properties

The structure of digital objects in Fedora for representation of OWL properties is the same as for OWL classes (see Fig. 2). All objects have content model `onto-CM:Property` which defines the datastreams in the objects.

The PID for the OWL properties in ONTO-EDU has a prefix `onto-property`.

The ONTOLOGY datastream contains the OWL description of the property.

The DC datastream contains the Dublin Core metadata for the object.

The RELS-EXT datastream defines the relations of the object. It should contain relations `hasModel`, `definesObjectProperty` (for Object Properties), `definesDataProperty` (for Datatype properties), `domain`, `range` and `subPropertyOf` (optional).

Representation of OWL individuals

The structure of digital objects in Fedora for representation of OWL individuals is the same as for OWL classes (see Figure 2). All objects have content model `onto-CM:Object` which defines the datastreams in the objects.

The PID for the OWL individuals in ONTO-EDU-Fedora has a prefix `onto-object`.

The ONTOLOGY datastream contains the OWL description of the property.

The DC datastream contains the Dublin Core metadata for the object.

The RELS-EXT datastream defines the relations of the object. It should contain relations `hasModel`, `type` and the properties of the individual.
Ontology validation

The ONTO-EDU ontology is represented by a large number of digital objects in Fedora. So the consistency and validity of the ontology is very critical.

The basic assumption is that if we merge all parts of the ontology from the ONTOLOGY datastream of all digital objects (classes, properties and individuals), the resulting file should be a consistent valid ontology in OWL that can be opened and processed in Protege.

For example, if we merge the parts of the ontology from the ONTOLOGY datastream of the above examples, we will obtain the OWL ontology given in Appendix 1. This ontology can be opened and validated in Protege.

Note that the ONTOLOGY datastreams for the properties and the individuals should not contain the ontology description explicitly as described in the above sections. Since all the needed information is stored also in the DC and RELS-EXT datastreams we will develop dissemination methods for automatic generation of the content of the ONTOLOGY datastream from DC and RELS-EXT through appropriate XSLT transformations. If we restrict the ontology not to use property restrictions in the definitions of the classes, the content of the ONTOLOGY datastream for the classes can also be generated automatically.

Since the digital objects for the ONTO-EDU ontology will created, searched, edited and deleted asynchronously validation services (methods) will be developed that for each type of object (class, property or individual) will check:

- whether a class references existing classes and properties;
- whether a property references existing classes and properties;
- whether an individual has the required properties, references existing individuals and the values of the datatype properties are valid.

Web Based Ontology Editor

We have implemented a web based ontology editor (called OntoEditor) that allows creation and modification of ontologies, represented in Fedora.

The editor is implemented in PHP and uses heavily AJAX (jQuery).

Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the user interface of the OntoEditor.
We have developed the following classes in PHP that are used by the editor:

- FedoraHelper – a helper class that wraps Fedora services
- FedoraObject – for processing Fedora digital objects
- OntoClass – subclass of FedoraObject used for processing OWL classes
- OntoProperty – subclass of FedoraObject used for processing OWL properties
- OntoObject – subclass of FedoraObject used for processing OWL individuals.
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